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Introduction
Knowledge management is vital for efficient day-to-day operations of corporations 
today. The Panopto Workplace Knowledge and Productivity Report-2018, is a first of 
its kind study to quantify the cost of lost productivity among workers due to 
inadequate knowledge sharing. The study found that institutional knowledge 
acquired by an employee performing a specific role within an institution amounts to 
42 percent and is unique to the individual. When an employee leaves the job or is 
otherwise unavailable, their coworkers are unable to do 42 percent of the job. The 
study further reported that an average employee spent 5.3 hours in a 40-hour 
workweek looking for information or waiting for insights from a coworker. 

As Infosys Consulting rapidly scales up and multiplies its employee base, the 
leadership team wanted to develop a solution that would standardize the way all 
knowledge is stored and reused for future pursuits. Further, the solution would have 
to be scalable, forward-looking, and process-driven. One of the key targeted 
outcomes of the reusability initiative was a reduction in effort and indirectly sales 
costs. 



Move to a new document repository or leverage the existing one?

The reusability team’s approach was to first analyze the existing repositories. The repository
had archives of multiple documents like templates, consultant profiles, rate cards, sales
enabler documents, and many more artefacts. While the repository was a proactive measure
already in place to store documents, a deeper analysis by the team revealed the following
issues:

• Difficulty in accessing specific content: The existing repository had content
categorized by workstream and client name. There was no categorization of the types
of documents, in some cases. The search function being used was an out-of-the-box
functionality provided within Teams. It lacked deep search capabilities such as
searching within documents. The lack of relevant and exhaustive content tags further
hindered the search capability.

• Partially structured content management: The team noticed duplicate content in
multiple locations, irregularity in labeling files and folders, and inconsistency in the
content state such as two files with the same name having information in different
states of completion.

• Lack of governance: Access and permissions for the existing repository were
provided to all team members. This mechanism while highly democratic did not allow
for a rigorous governance mechanism to be instituted. Content creators uploaded the
documents. There was no system-driven mechanism for oversight or checks by a
subject matter expert or a workstream point-of-contact. The absence of a strong set of
guiding principles for content labeling, folder structure, data tagging, and review led to
a lack of uniformity in content management over time.

The team held multiple brainstorming sessions where we designed a solution that would
overcome the issues that were identified in the analysis phase. We called our solution:
Building Document Repository.
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Designing the repository
The team designed the Repository with the focus of resolving the key issues that were
discovered in the analysis phase. The mandate was to design a solution that is:
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The team built a solution that would conform to the three basic guidelines above.
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Figure 1: Process of building the solution

Key features of the repository

User-friendly landing page: The landing page has tabs that can be used to access commonly 
used content such as proposals, sales enablers, frameworks, templates, and other such 
content. Links are provided to various microsites. There is also a tab to upload fresh or new 
version of an existing document content and a tab that enables searching for content within the 
entire repository.

Figure 2: Repository Landing Page

Search functionality: The team has created a search page to filter and search the contents of this 
site in addition to the default search available in the SharePoint repository. There is an advanced 
search enabled based on metadata and tags. The search is based on multiple filters in the metadata 
fields.
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Search functionality: The team has created a search page to filter and search the contents of this 
site in addition to the default search available in the SharePoint repository. There is an advanced 
search enabled based on metadata and tags. The search is based on multiple filters in the metadata 
fields.

Figure 3: Repository Search Page

Structured contents: The reusability team has categorized all contents appropriately based on the 
content type, practice area, client name, etc. 

Content upload feature: For all new content upload, there is a content upload tab on the 
Repository landing page. Content cannot be uploaded to the Repository without adding mandatory 
fields like File name, Content type, Client name, Practice area, etc.

Figure 4: Mandatory fields 
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Governance feature: The Repository has governance built-in for access management 
and content management. A subject matter expert approval is required for new content 
approval. Governance is designed based on the practice area and the content type. The 
flow diagram below depicts the content upload, review, and approval process. 
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CONCLUSION
The new repository is expected to 

significantly reduce the time spent on 

searching and locating content. The hope is 

that this would translate to an indirect 

reduction in the cost of sales, as there would 

be greater usage of existing contents and 

lesser effort spent on searching for content. 

Inbuilt governance feature will help to limit 

effort spent in editing documents and content 

management. Analytics and reporting are 

significant value additions that the new 

Repository will provide. 
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